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ABSTRACT. Within the scope Gaussian equivalent linearization (GEL), a new mean 
square criterion based on Hermite polynomial error sample f13:nctions for determining the 
coefficients of the equivalent linearization is proposed to linearize non-linear functions of 
the zero mean Gaussian random process. Application to the Morison's equation for wave 
forces is presented that shows significant improvements over the corresponding accuracy 
of the classical GEL. 
1. Introduction 
There has been a large amount of the extensive investigations into the re-
sponse of non-linear stochastic systems due to the fact that many excitations of 
engineering interest are basically random in nature. Since all real engineering 
systems are, more or less, non-linear, it is necessary to develop approximate tech-
niques to determine the response statistics of non-linear systems under random 
excitation. One of the known approximate techniques is the Gaussian equivalent 
linearization (GEL) which was fist proposed by Caughey [1959] and has been de-
veloped by many authors, see e.g. [Atalik & Utku, 1976] [Casciati & Faravelli, 
1986] [Anh & Schiehlen, 1997] [Roberts & Spanos, 1990]. It has been shown that 
GEL is presently the simplest tool widely used for analysis of non-linear stochas-
tic problem, however, the major limitation of this method is seemingly that it's 
accuracy dec.reases as the non-linearity increases and it can lead to unacceptable 
errors in the second moments. Further, if one needs more accurate approximate 
solutions there is no way to obtain them using the conventional version of GEL. 
To obtain a series of approximate solution in this excellent technique a mean 
square criterion based on Hermite polynomial sample functions is proposed for 
determining the coefficients of linearization. The criterion is based on the error 
sample functions chosen in the form of Hermite polynomials. The proposed tech-
nique is then applied to Morison's equation for wave forces. It is obtained that 
the technique yields significant improvement over corresponding accuracy of the 
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classical GEL. 
2. Linearization ofthe drag forceinthe Morison's equation 
Wave forces on structural members are usually computed by means of Mori-
son's equation. For a rigid vertical circular cylinder, whose velocities an accelera-
tions may be considered to be negligible in the wave force calculation, wave force 
normal to the per unit length is described by Morison's equation [3, 4] : 
where v is the horizontal wave vel?city component, iJ is the horizontal component of 
acceleration, Dis the diameter of circular cylinder, Cd is the drag force coefficient, 
Cm is the inertia force coefficient and p is the water density. The first term denotes 
the drag, the second term specifies the inertia force. 
When we assume that the wave motion is a Gaussian stationary process with 
zero mean, the velocity v will be stationary Gaussian process too, with zero mean. 
The drag force is' important in the case ~ ::; O.Ol, where .A being the wave 
length [6]. 
In the Morison's equation the drag force term is a nonlinear function of water 
particle velocity components while the inertia force term is a linear function of 
acceleration components. In order to overcome these difficulties the nonlinear 
qrag force term must be linearized. Thus, we replace 
(2.2) 
The problem reduces to the linearized drag force (2.2) where the coefficient of 
linearization 7 is to be found from an optimal criterion: There are some criteria 
for determining the coefficient"'· The most extensively used criterion is the mean 
square error criterion which requires the mean square of error be minimum 
(2.3) 
where ( ) denotes the expectation, and the replacement error e, is introduced 
e = iviv -7v. (2.4) 
Thus, from 
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it follows 
(lvlv 2 ) fs · 
1 = (v 2 ) = V; 170 "'=' 1.596au, (2.5) 
where au is the standard deviation of the process v. 
So, the classical version of GEL, as described above;- yields the coefficient of 
linearization "' in (2.5). Rolfes and Dawson [10] carried out an e..--cperiment for 
measurement of the wave force of random waves acting on a Jacket structure. 
They observed that the linearized wave force based on the above mean square 
error criterion was larger than the experimental result about 17%. Thus, one 
question is open : how the welknown mean square error criterion can be extended 
to improve the linearization of Morison's equation. 
3._ Mean square criterion of error sample function 
An alternative approach to the problem is following. Let F(e,a2("!), a3("1), 
... , ak ("!)) be an arbitrary function of the error e and parameters an("!) depending 
on the coefficient of linearization"/, (n = 2, 3, 4, ... , k). The function Fk is called 
error sample function. Now, the mean square error criterion (2.5) can be extended 
to a mean square criterion of error sample function which requires that 
Thus, one gets 
(3.2) 
It is supposed that the error sample function is such that the system of ( k - 1) 
equations (3.2) allows to define k parameters a 2 , a3 , ••• , ak as functions of response 
mean square a0 and"'· Further, the latter can be definitely determined from (2.4) 
and the last equation of (3.2). It seems that the extended version of the classical 
mean square error criterion may contain many useful advantages. First of all, one 
can get a series of approximate response mean square by choosing different error . 
sample functions Fk(e,a2("1),a3("!), ... ,ak("!)). This property of the extended 
criterion is very important from the point of view, of creating an approximate 
technique to solve non-linear stochastic problems. 
The problem of choosing optimal error sample functions is open and waiting 
for it's a solution. In the following section a Hermite polynomial form of error 
sample functions will be proposed and investigated in detail for the Morison's 
equation. 
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l. Hermite polynomial error sample functions 
Consider a case in which the error sample functions are Hermite polynomials 
,f error 
k 
F1 = e; Fk = e- 2:.: a;H2i-de), k = 2, 3 
i=2 
~here H n (e) stands for the Hermite polynomials 
Ho(e) = 1, 
H1(e) = e, 
H2(e) = e2 - 1, 
H3(e) = e3 - 3e, 
H4(e) = e4 - 6e2 + 3, 
Nhich satisfy the differentiation law 
and the recurrence relation 
Hn+l(e) = eHn(e)- nHn-l(e). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
These polynomials are orthogonal on the interval ( -oo, +oo) with respect to the 
weght function W(R) = exp( -e2). Thus 
00 j W(e)Hn(e)Hm(e)de = 0 
-co 
if m is not equal to n. 
From (4:1) one gets 
k k k 
Ff = e2 - 2e L a;H2i-de) + L L a;ajH2i-l(e)H2j-l (e). 
i=2 i=2 j=2 
The Hermite polynomials can be written as follows 
n 
Hn(e) = LHn,jei, 
j=O 
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(4.5) 
(4.6) 
where 
Ho,o = H1,1 = 1, 
Hi+I.i+! = H;+I,i+I + H;,;; i = O,i }i = 1,n -1 {4.7) 
Hi+l,i = H;+t.i - iH;-1,;; i=O,i-1, 
Denote .H = [H;,j ]. In particular when n = 7 one has 
n eo el e2 ea e4 e5 e6 e7 
0 1 
1 1 
2 -1 1 
H=3 -3 1 
4 3 -6 1 
5 15 -10 1 
6 -15 45 -15 1 
7 -105 105 -21 1 
Thus, one gets 
2i-1 
H2i-t(e) = 1::: H2i-!,peP, 
2i-!2j-! {4.8) 
H2i-!(e)H2;-t(e) = L L H2i-!,pH2j-!,pe(p+q), 
p=O q=O 
k 2i-! 
(Ff) = (e2) - 2l::; (a; L H2i-I,p(e(P+l))) 
i=2 p=O 
k k 2i-!2j-! 
+ l::; L ( a;a; L L H2i-t,pH2j-I,p(e(p+q))} 
i=2 j=2 p=O q=O 
{4.9) 
a(Ff) = o. 
a a; {4.10) 
Since the mean square (Ff) is definitely positive, the system of linear equations 
(4.10) gives a unique solution for unknown parameters a; in the form 
a= A-lp 
A;,;= 2H2i-t(e)H2;-t(e) 
Pi= 2eH2i-! (e). 
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{4.11) 
{4.12) 
On the other hand, one gets from (2.4) the relation 
(4.13) 
which shows that error even moments (e2n) can be expressed in terms of crv 
2n 
e2n = (ivlv-")'v)2n = LC~n(-l)i(lvlv)2n-iVi"fi· 
i=O 
Denote: 
for even i: i = 2J 
2n n 
L c;n(-1)i(lvlv)2n-iVi")'i = L c;~(v2)2n-2jv2j"t2j 
. i=O j=O 
n 
= v4n 2:: c;~ v4n-2i"t2j 
j=O 
for odd i : i = 2J + 1 
2n n-1 L c;n(-1)i(iviv)2n-1Vi")'i =- L c;~+llvl2n-(2j+l)v2n"t2j+l 
~·=o ;'=o 
n-1 
__ "' c2j+ll I 4n-2j-2 2j+l 
- L,..- 2n V V ')' • 
j=O 
Since.v is a Gaussian process one gets: 
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(4.14) 
( 4.15) 
( 4.16) 
(4.17) 
( 4.18) 
where it is denoted (2k + 1)!! = 1.3.5 ... (2k + 1), 
(2k)!! = 2.4.6 ... (2k). (4.20) 
So, the function (Ff) depends only on "f and a.. It can be shown that now 
the function M can be expressed in the form 
(4.21) 
where Nk(x) is a known polynomial of x. 
· Denote by "fk the corresponding solution obtained from the conditions (Fn --> 
min. It might be expected that the approximate solution "fk would approach to 
the exact one, respectively, as one has clearly the following series of inequalities. 
(4.22) 
Thus, one can write the following numerical procedure for minimizing Nk(x): 
1. Input data: k, xo, x1, nx 
2. Computer matrix H by using (4.6) for n = 2k 
3. Enter loop covering all nx points x from xo to x1 
3.1. Computer matrix A and vector p by using (4.12) 
3.2. Computer vector a by using (4.11) 
3.3. Computer Mk and Nk(x) by using (4.9), (4.19), (4.21) 
3.4. Determine Min Nk(x) and Xmin· 
End loop. 
5. First five approximate solutions 
The approximate solution "fk is called kth approximate one. In this section 
the equations used to determine the coefficient of linearization corresponding to 
five first approximate solutions are derived in the explicit form. Obviously, the 
. first approximate solution "fl is identical to the one obtained from the classical 
mean square error criterion since F1 = e. First five approximate solutions for ''11 
are given in Tab.1, while the corresponding graphics o.f Nk(x) are given in Figs 
1-4. 
Tab. 1. Five first approximate "'k 
kth Approximation "'k Xk=-
a. 
Error(%) 
1 1.596 17.0 
2 1.482 8.6 
3 1.442 5.7 
4 1.402 2.8 
5 1.381 1.2 
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From calculations, we can do the following comparison: Suppose the first 
approximation for the nonlinear drag force term in Morison's equation, 0.5pDCdx 
(l.596u0 )v, is larger than the experimental result about 17% as observed in [10]. 
Thus, one obtains that the fifth approximation, 0.5pDCd(1.38la0 )v, will be larger 
than the experimental result only 1.2%. 
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Conclusions 
The main question inherent in Gaussian linearization is how the coefficients 
of the linearized equation are found. Instead of the well-known mean square error 
criterion, a mean square criterion of error sample function based on Hermite poly-
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nomials has been proposed to linearize the drag force in the Morison's equation. 
An important property of this extended criterion is that it gives a possibility to 
obtainaseries-ofapproximationindudin!}-the conventional one as the first ap-
proximation. Further first five corresponding approximations are investigated in 
detail. Application to the drag force in the Morison's equation shows the reducing 
the error between theoretical and experimental result from 17% to 1.2%. 
This paper is completed with financial support of the Council for Nat ural 
Sciences of Vietnam. 
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TUYEN TINH H6A TUONG DUONG LUG VAN TOO TRONG PHUONG TRINH 
MORISON BANG flA THUG HERMITE CUA HAM flQ L~CH 
Mqt tieu chu&! blnh phrrang trung binh m&i drrgc d"e nghj tren ca s& str dvng 
da th~c Hermite cti.a ham dq l~ch dg xac djnh d.c h~ so tuyifn tfnh h6a tmmg 
drrang doi v&i cac qua trlnh ngh nhien Gauss v&i trung blnh Ung 0. Ap dvng 
cho phrrang trlnh Morison doi v&i ll!c s6ng bi~n nh~n drrgc ket qu<l. tot han so v&i 
phrrang phap tuyifn tfnh h6a trrang drrang kinh di~n. 
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